Introduction: Music
to God’s Ears
!"#$%&'()**'$+&$+,-$.&/01$'&)$/!#,+-&)23$!+$!2$4++!"#$(&/$
the upright to praise him.
(Psalm 33:1)

God wants to grab your attention. He could hardly have made
!"#$%"&'(#)()*"+(",#-("./#',/"!0("&($!)#'"1223"24"!0("5 1'(*"+("
,#-(" !"&2$!# $"!0("5 1'(6/", --'("&0#7!()"#$-", --'("8()/(*1 He
,#-(" !"1%"4#)"!0("'2$9(/!"1223"24"!0("5 1'(:"; !0",2)("!0#$"!; &("
#/",#$%"&0#7!()/"#/"!0("$(<!"'2$9(/!"1223*"+(",#-(" !"&2$!# $"
the longest chapter in the Bible and then, for effect, he made it
home to the shortest chapter too.2 He inspired the writers of the
New Testament to quote more from Psalms than from any other
1223" $"!0("='-">(/!#,($!"?"#!"'(#/!"/(8($!%@A 8("! ,(/"- )(&!'%"
#$-",#$%",2)("! ,(/" $- )(&!'%*"B2"-2$6!", //"!0(",#$%";#%/"
that God is shouting for your attention. He has something vitally
,72)!#$!"!2"!(#&0"%2C"!0)2C90"!0("1223"24"./#',/*
./#',/" /"#"1223";0 &0"/02;/"C/"02;"!2")('#!("!2"D2-*">0("
42C)!0@&($!C)%" ;) !()" E!0#$#/ C/" 21/()8(-" !0#!" !0 /" 1223" /"
C$ FC("1(&#C/(:";0 '("!0(")(/!"24"!0("5 1'("/7(#3/"to us, Psalms
/7(#3/" for us.3 It teaches us how to relate to God as friends,
;0 &0" /";0%"$2"2!0()"1223" $"0C,#$"0 /!2)%"0#/"1(($"#/"'28(-:"
valued and memorized by so many people from so many different
1

The middle chapter of the Bible is Psalm 117. The middle verse is Psalm
103:1.
2
The longest chapter of the Bible is Psalm 119. The shortest is Psalm 117.
3
He wrote this in his Letter to Marcellinus on the Meaning of the Psalms in
about 370 AD.
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$#! 2$/*">0("E,() &#$"7)(/ -($!"G20$"E-#,/"/723("42)", '' 2$/"
;0($" 0(" !2'-" >02,#/" G(44()/2$" !0#!" !"#$ %&'()&$ *+$ ,'-./0$ .1$
&23(.).450$3#'2450$6'4"*&0$'1/$*7.8.1'(.450$*7$.1$*1#$9*7/$6*#4750$
'7#$&26#7.*7$4*$'(($4"#$*/#&0$"5)1&0$'1/$&*18&$.1$'15$('182'8#:; 4
God gave us these 150 worship songs because he wants to teach
C/"02;"!2"7)#%"!0("3 $-"24"7)#%()/";0 &0"#)(",C/ &"!2"0 /"(#)/*
./#',/" ,#3(/" !" &'(#)" !0#!" D2-" ;#$!/" C/" !2" / $9" !2" 0 ,*"
Spiritual discussions and resolutions have their value, but they
can never substitute for building a relationship with God through
singing simple love songs. One of my friends discovered this
when he started coming to some of the meetings at the church I
'(#-*"E/"#"!%7 &#''%")(/()8(-"H$9' /0,#$:"0(";#/"/2"#77#''(-"1%"
our worship that he went home and googled <"27<"#&$9.4"*24$
&.18.18;*" >0#$34C''%:" 0(" &2C'-$6!" A $-" #$%:" 1(&#C/(" 0(" '#!()"
shared at his baptism that it was the sight of hundreds of people
singing out their love for God which melted his heart and turned
him into a passionate worshipper too.
The Hebrews called Psalms 4#".((=), which means songs of
67'.&#*">0("D)((3/"&#''(-" !"6&'()*., which means songs, and it
is from this that we get our own name for this collection. In case
we forget that a relationship with God always involves singing,
Psalms tells us that God wants us to worship him 9.4"$&47.18#/$
.1&472)#14&; and on the 472)6#4>$"'76$'1/$(57#>$&47.18&$'1/$
6.6#>$9.4"$7#&*21/.18$<5)3'(&;.5 Shortly after he triggered the
9)(#!(/!"I0) /! #$")(8 8#'"HC)27("0#/"(8()"/(($:"J#)! $"KC!0()"
told his converts that ?2&.<$.&$'$8.+4$'1/$87'<#$*+$@*/0$1*4$'1$
.1-#14.*1$*+$)#1:$!"2&$.4$/7.-#&$*24$4"#$/#-.(>$A$9*2(/$'((*9$1*$
)'1$4*$67#'<"$*7$4#'<"$@*/B&$6#*6(#$9.4"*24$'$67*6#7$C1*9(#/8#$
*+$ 4"#$ 2&#$ '1/$ 6*9#7$ *+$ &'<7#/$ &*18:; L We discover this as we
)(#-"!0("1223"24"./#',/*
4

This quote comes from David McCullough’s biography, simply entitled John
Adams (2001).
5
See the titles of Psalms 4, 6, 54, 55, 61, 67 and 76. See also Psalms 33:1–3,
92:1–3, 144:9 and 150:3–5.
6
Quoted by Kenneth W. Osbeck in “101 Hymn Stories” (1982).

5C!"-2$6!" ,#9 $("!0#!"./#',/" /"' 3("GC' ("E$-)(;/" $"!"#$
D*21/$*+$?2&.<, shutting her eyes to reality by singing about a
few of her favourite things. The psalms teach us how to relate to
D2-" $"!0("1#-"! ,(/:" $"!0("-#)3"! ,(/"#$-" $"! ,(/"/2"&2$4C/ $9"
that we want to throw in the towel on our faith altogether. The
7/#', /!/"#)("/02&3 $9'%"02$(/!"; !0"D2-"#12C!"02;"!0(%"4((':"
1(&#C/("' 4(" /$6!"#';#%/"(#/%*">0(%"!(#&0"C/"!2"/ $9"!0("1'C(/"#/"
;(''" #/" 0#77%" /2$9/" 1(&#C/(" 02;" ;(" ;2)/0 7" $" !0(" - 4A &C'!"
! ,(/" /"MC/!"#/",C&0",C/ &"!2"D2-6/"(#)/*">0("I0) /! #$";) !()"
HC9($(" .(!()/2$" &2$4(//(/" !0#!" ; !02C!" ./#',/" 0(" ;2C'-" $2!"
3$2;"02;"!2"3((7"2$";2)/0 77 $9"#!"#''N
I need a language that is large enough to maintain
<*14.12.4.#&0$&266(#$#1*28"$4*$#E67#&&$12'1<#&$'<7*&&$'$
(.+#4.)#$ 4"'4$ 37'<C#4&$ <".(/$ '1/$ '/2(4$ #E6#7.#1<#&0$ '1/$
<*27'8#*2&$ #1*28"$ 4*$ #E6(*7#$ '(($ 4"#$ <*2147.#&$ *+$ &.1$
'1/$&'(-'4.*10$)#7<5$'1/$87'<#0$<7#'4.*1$'1/$<*-#1'140$
'1E.#45$ '1/$ 472&40$ 213#(.#+$ '1/$ +'.4"$ 4"'4$ <*)67.&#$ 4"#$
<*14.1#14'($"2)'1$<*1/.4.*1>$F"#7#$9.(($9#$'<G2.7#$'$
('182'8#$ 4"'4$ .&$ '/#G2'4#$ +*7$ 4"#&#$ .14#1&.4.#&H$ F"#7#$
#(&#$324$.1$4"#$%&'()&H$I*7$)#1$'1/$9*)#1$9"*$'7#$<'((#/$
4*$(#'/#7&".6$.1$4"#$<*))21.45$*+$+'.4"0$'667#14.<#&".6$
.1$4"#$%&'()&$.&$1*4$'1$*64.*1J$.4$.&$'$)'1/'4#:7
./#',/"!223"#',2/!"O:PPP"%(#)/"!2";) !("?"4#)"'2$9()"!0#$"#$%"
2!0()"1223" $"!0("5 1'(*"J2/(/";)2!("./#',"QP" $"#12C!"OROP"ST
and Psalm 137 appears to have been written in about 530 ST.
Some time after that, God inspired some of the worship leaders
#!" !0(" >(,7'(" $" G()C/#'(,8 to compile a collection of 150 of
the best psalms from the several thousand which were then in
7

Eugene Peterson in Working the Angles: The Shape of Pastoral Integrity
(1987).
8
1 Chronicles 25:1–6 indicates that some these temple worship leaders were
prophets and seers !"#$%!&'()*)+%!,-.-,$,!/0*+10!-23(!4.$!)((50!-2!(',$'!3(!
1-''('!3#$!4.$!)((50!(6!3#$!7$8-0#!"('*#
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circulation.9 Some of the psalms they collated were already part
of mini-collections,10 but God inspired them to gather them into
!0("A 8("1223/";0 &0",#3("C7"./#',/" $"2)-()"!2"!(#&0"C/"02;"
to pray and worship.
5223" U" &2,7) /(/" Psalms 1–41 and it focuses on the
character of God in order to teach us how to sing about who
God is*" 5223" UU" &2,7) /(/" Psalms 42–72 and it teaches us
how to sing when times are hard*"5223"UUU"&2,7) /(/"Psalms
73–89 and it models how God wants you to sing out how you
really feel*" 5223" UV" &2,7) /(/" Psalms 90–106 and it charts
!0(" 0 /!2)%" 24" D2-6/" -(#' $9/" ; !0" !0(" 0C,#$" )#&(" /2" !0#!" ;("
can learn to sing about God’s plan*"5223"V"&2,7) /(/"Psalms
107–150"#$-" !"($-/"!0("1223"24"./#',/"; !0"#"&#''"42)"%2C"!2"
sing your response to God.
U!6/" 8()%" !(,7! $9" !2" 9$2)(" !0(" ;#%" !0#!" !0(" >(,7'("
worship leaders structured Psalms and to study its contents
by theme, but I am convinced that this structure is our Godgiven commentary on the meaning of these worship songs.
>0)2C902C!"!0 /"1223";("; ''"!0()(42)(")(/ /!"!0("C)9("!2"7'C&3"
#" 4(;" 4#82C) !(" 8()/(/" 2C!" 24" &2$!(<!:" '223 $9" $/!(#-" #!" (#&0"
psalm or cluster of psalms as a unit which teaches us a particular
lesson about how we are to worship God. As we do so, we will
'(#)$"02;";("&#$"9(!"!2"3$2;"D2-"-((7'%"#/"2C)"4) ($-:"#/"- -"
the writers of the psalms.
J#3("$2", /!#3("#12C!" !N"D2-";#$!/"!2"9)#1"%2C)"#!!($! 2$*"
He wants to teach you how to grow in a relationship with him. He
;#$!/"!2"!(#&0"%2C"02;"!2"/ $9"!0("3 $-"24";2)/0 7"/2$9/";0 &0"
0#8("#';#%/"1(($:" $"(8()%"9($()#! 2$:"/;((!",C/ &"!2"D2-6/"(#)/*
9

There are many psalms in Scripture which were not included in the book of
/0*+109! 0$$! :;(,<0! =>9=?@=A! B$<3$'(2(1%! C=9CD?C@9EFA! 7<,G$0! >9=?C=A! =!
Samuel 2:1–10 and Isaiah 38:9–20. Similarly, 1 Kings 4:32 tells us that Solomon
wrote 1,005 songs, but only two of them were included as Psalms 72 and
127.
10
We can still see the names of these mini-collections in the titles of some
psalms, for example, the “songs of ascents”. Psalm 72:20 must have been the
end of a mini-collection, since many more psalms of David follow.

BOOK II: SING WHEN TIMES ARE HARD
D

When God Seems to Fail
(44:1–26)
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You made us retreat before the enemy, and our
adversaries have plundered us.
(Psalm 44:10)

U"&#$6!"(8($"1(9 $"!2" ,#9 $(";0#!" !",C/!"0#8("4('!"' 3("42)"!0("
- /& 7'(/" ;0($" G(/C/" - (-*" >02,#/" ;#/" /2" - / ''C/ 2$(-" !0#!"
he refused to believe in the resurrection. His friends were so
- /2) ($!#!(-"!0#!"!0(%"'2&3(-"!0( )"-22)/"#$-"0 -" $"&#/("!0("
G(; /0"'(#-()/"&#,("'223 $9"42)"!0(,*"KC3("!(''/"C/"!0(%";()("
miserable.1"U!6/"(#/%"!2"/((";0%*
>0("B2$/"24"W2)#0"&'(#)'%"4('!"!0("/#,(";#%*"X("-2$6!"3$2;"
;0($"!0(%";)2!("./#',"RR"?"!0(%",#%"0#8("-2$("/2"C$-()"2$("
24"!0("'#!()"3 $9/:"1C!"!0( )"/!#!(,($!"!0#!"U/)#('"0#/"$2!"1(($"
C$4# !04C'" !2" D2-6/" &28($#$!" #$-" 0#/" $2!" &2,, !!(-" -2'#!)%"
YRRNOZ"#$-"RRN[P?[O\"/C99(/!/"!0(%",#%"0#8(";) !!($" !"-C) $9"
2$("24"!0("!(,72)#)%"/(!1#&3/";0 &0",#)3(-"!0("($-"24"]#8 -6/"
)( 9$*"X0#!";("3$2;"42)"/C)(" /"!0#!"!0(%"4('!"#/"!02C90"!0("K2)-"
had failed them. Their hopes had been dashed, their faith was in
!#!!()/:"#$-"!0(%")(/72$-(-" $"!0("2$'%";#%"!0#!"!0(%"3$(;"02;*"
They wrote a psalm of praise to God.
U"A $-" !"8()%"&0#''($9 $9"!0#!"!0("K2)-"&02/("!2" $&'C-("
!0 /" /2$9" $" !0(" 1223" 24" ./#',/" $/!(#-" 24" #" 0#77 ():" ,2)("
upbeat song written by one of their contemporaries who
put a brave face on the problem and convinced himself that
!0 $9/";()("A $(*"D2-"&02/("!2" $&'C-("!0 /"/2$9"1(&#C/("!0("
1

! 7(#2!@D9=HA!@E?@>I!J<5$!@E9=F

Sons of Korah had actually got the right perspective. Israel had
1(($" -(4(#!(-*" D2-6/" 7)2, /(/" "'/1B4" 1(($" 4C'A ''(-*" E$-" !0("
K2)-";#/"'223 $9"42)"7(27'(";02";()($6!"#4)# -"!2"/#%"/2*"]#$"
E''($-()"21/()8(/"!0#!N

>0(" B2$/" 24" W2)#0" !(''" !0(" K2)-" !0#!" !0(%" 1(' (8(" 0(" 3(7!" 0 /"
7)2, /(/" 72;()4C''%" $" !0(" 7#/!" YRRNO?^\*" >0($" !0(%" !(''" 0 ,"
/!)# 90!"!0#!" $"!0("7)(/($!" !"'223/"#/" 4"0("0#/")(M(&!(-"!0(,:"
abandoned them, scattered them, disgraced them, put them
!2"/0#,("#$-"/2'-"!0(,"28()"!2"!0( )"($(, (/"YRRNQ?OL\*">0("
B2$/" 24" W2)#0" ,#)3(-" !0 /" #/" #" )'&C=( or 4#'<".18$ 6&'() for
&2$9)(9#! 2$#'";2)/0 7"1(&#C/(";("#''"$((-"!2"7)#%"!0 /"3 $-"
of honest prayer from time to time. In my country, the United
W $9-2,:" $"!0("7#/!"A 4!%"%(#)/"!0("7()&($!#9("24"7(27'(" $"!0( )"
twenties who attend church regularly has nosedived from well
over 50 per cent to only 3 per cent.3 About a third of churches
have no children and over half have no teenagers.4 Whatever
;#%";("'223"#!"!0#!:" !6/"#$"#1/2'C!("- /#/!()*"D2-"-2(/$6!";#$!"
2

Dr Dan Allender is a leading Christian psychologist. He wrote this in “The
Hidden Hope in Lament”, published in the Mars Hill Review (Vol. 1, 1994).
3
! "#$0$!4G<'$0!K(1&*'$!=H>>!*2,!@DD> !L$$!3#$!'$&('3!)%!3#$!MN!:.*2G$+-K*+!
Alliance entitled The 18–30 Mission: The Missing Generation? (2005).
4
This data is taken from the English Church Census in 2005. 44:1 underlines
the scale of this disaster by telling us that the health of the Church requires
parents to pass their faith down to the next generation.

WHEN GOD SEEMS TO FAIL (44:1–26)

K"7.&4.'1&$ &#(/*)$ &.18$ .1$ 4"#$ ).1*7$ C#5:$ F#$ +#'7$ 4"#$
&*)37#J$9#$&##)$4*$"*(/$&*77*9$.1$(*9$#&4##):$F#$&##)$
67#/.&6*&#/$ 4*$ +#'7$ (')#14$ '&$ '$ G2.<C$ &(./#$ .14*$ /*234$
'1/$/#&6'.7J$+'.(.18$4*$&##$4"'4$/*234$'1/$/#&6'.7$'7#$4"#$
/'7C$&*.($4"'4$.&$1#<#&&'75$4*$87*9$<*1L./#1<#$'1/$M*5>$
!*$&.18$'$(')#14$'8'.1&4$@*/$.1$9*7&".6$7#-#'(&$+'70$+'7$
87#'4#7$472&4$4"'1$4*$&.18$'$M.18(#$'3*24$"*9$"'665$9#$
'7#$'1/$"*9$)2<"$9#$472&4$".)>$N')#14$<24&$4"7*28"$
.1&.1<#7.450$&47.6&$67#4#1<#0$'1/$7#-#'(&$4"#$7'9$1#7-#$*+$
472&4$ 4"'4$ '187.(5$ '667*'<"#&$ 4"#$ 4"7*1#$ *+$ 87'<#$ '1/$
4"#1$C1##(&$.1$'9#/0$7*32&4$9*1/#7:2
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QL

us to bury our heads in the sand and to sing chirpy choruses
about better days to come. He wants us to sing psalms of lament
' 3("!0("B2$/"24"W2)#0*
B2,("24"2C)"- /#/!()/"#)(",2)("7()/2$#'*"J#$%"24"C/"3$2;"
terrible suffering in our lives. Psalm 37 promised us peace and
prosperity, but many of us are tired of having to pretend that
we are doing better than we are. Our business ventures fail. We
9(!"/ &3"#$-"#)($6!"0(#'(-*"+2)) 1'("!0 $9/"0#77($"!2"2C)"'28(-"
ones. Some of them die. Is it any wonder that there are so many
confused, disillusioned Christians when we very rarely sing
7/#',/"24"'#,($!";0($";("9#!0()"!29(!0()_"U/$6!" !"218 2C/";0%"
God wanted Psalm 44 to be sung regularly by the worshippers
#!"0 /">(,7'(_"]#$"E''($-()"&2$! $C(/N
O*9$)2<"$*+$4"#$<277#14$<*21&#((.18$+7#1P5$.&$/2#$4*$'1$
'3&#1<#$ *+$ *66*7421.45$ 4*$ <*1+#&&$ *27$ "2740$ '18#7$ '1/$
<*1+2&.*1$4*$@*/$.1$4"#$67#&#1<#$*+$*4"#7&$*+$(.C#$).1/H$
A1$ )'15$ 9'5&0$ *1#$ 7*(#$ *+$ <*21&#((.18$ .&$ 4*$ (#8.4.).&#$
6'.1$ '1/$ &47288(#$ '1/$ +*<2&$ 4"#$ G2#&4.*1&$ *+$ 4"#$ "#'74$
4*9'7/&$@*/:$O*9$)2<"$3#44#7$.4$9*2(/$3#$.+$.1$<*1<#74$
9.4"$ *4"#7&$ 9#$ 6'&&.*1'4#(5$ <7.#/$ *24$ 4*$ @*/$ 9.4"$ 4"#$
#1#785$4"'4$.&$*+4#1$#E67#&&#/$*1(5$.1$4"#$67.-'<5$*+$4"#$
<*21&#((.18$*+L.<#:
Psalm 44 is an angry psalm. It blames God for our disasters
?" 5*2$)'/#$2&$7#47#'4;"YRRNOP\"?"#$-" !"(8($"#&&C/(/"0 ,"24"
not being the good shepherd that we sang about in Psalm 23.
>0("B2$/"24"W2)#0"' 3($"0 ," $"RRNOO"!2"#"'#`%"/0(70()-";02"
'(!/";2'8(/"(#!"0 /"/0((7";0 '("0(" /"$2!"'223 $9*"X2)/(:"!0(%"
' 3($" 0 ," $" RRNO[" !2" #" - ,@; !!(-" /0(70()-" ;02" /($-/" 0 /"
/0((7" 244" !2" !0(" #1#!!2 )" #$-" 42)9(!/" !2" #/3" !0(" 1C!&0()" 42)"
any money in return. Far from feeling embarrassed by their
anger, the New Testament tells us that this is how we ought
!2"7)#%" $"! ,(/"24"!)2C1'("!22:"/ $&(".#C'"FC2!(/"4)2,"RRN[["

5

! O$.$+*3-(2!=@9=C?=F !"#$!B$.-+!K*2P3!3(<K#!7$0<0!0(!#$!*33*K50!3#(0$!7$0<0!
loves instead.
6
Like many of the psalms in Book II, this song does not use the name Yahweh
at all, but the Sons of Korah do not doubt God’s continued covenant with Israel
despite the fact that he seems very far-away.

WHEN GOD SEEMS TO FAIL (44:1–26)

$"a2,#$/"^NbL"#/"#"7)2, /("!0#!";0($";("92"!0)2C90"0#)-"
! ,(/" ;(" &#$" 7)#%" 7)#%()/" /C&0" #/" !0 /" !2" '#%" 02'-" 24" G(/C/6"
unfailing love. Not all anger towards God is good, but it can
open up a dialogue which moves our hearts away from our
&2$4C/ 2$"#$-"!2;#)-/"D2-6/"/2'C! 2$*
That is exactly what happens to the Sons of Korah as they
write their song. They began by confessing that God is the true
King of Israel and that they can do nothing without him, and
!0(%" )(!C)$" !2" !0 /" )(#' `#! 2$" $" RRNOZ?[L*" >0(%" 7)2!(/!" !0#!"
!0(%" 0#8($6!" ;2)/0 77(-" -2'/" 2)" /!277(-" 1(' (8 $9" $" D2-6/"
&28($#$!" ; !0" U/)#('" YRRNOZ?[O\*" >0(%" 0#8($6!" 42)92!!($" !0#!"
!0("K2)-6/"$#,(" /"/! ''"!0("5'22-@])($&0(-"B0(70()-"#$-"!0("
V &!2)" #$-" !0(" +(#'()" YRRN[P\*" >0(%" )(&29$ `(" !0#!" !0(%" #)("
/C44() $9" 1(&#C/(" !0(%" #)(" &#C90!" $" !0(" &)2//A )(" 24" #" 9)(#!"
cosmic battle. They tell the Lord it is +*7$5*27$&'C#; that they
#)("/C44() $9*">0("](8 '")#9(/"#9# $/!"D2-6/".(27'("1(&#C/("0("
3$2;/"0("&#$$2!"'#%"#"A $9()"2$"D2-"0 ,/('4*5 They call the Lord
to 9'C#$26 and to &4*6$+*78#44.18 them for a moment longer. The
A $#'" ;2)-" 24" !0(" 7/#'," /" "Q&Q/ or <*-#1'14$ )#7<5.L Because
D2-"0#/$6!"&0#$9(-"#$-"$2)"0#/"0 /"D2/7(':"!0(%"($-"!0( )"/2$9"
assured that all will be well.
U" -2$6!" 3$2;" ;0($" %2C" '#/!" 0#-" #" &0#$&(" !2" / $9" #" /2$9"
of lament with other believers in church on Sunday. If you lead
worship, you may need to reconsider the breadth of worship
!0(,(/" %2C" C/(" #/" %2C" '(#-" D2-6/" .(27'(*" U4" %2C" #)(" #" &0C)&0"
'(#-():"!0 /"3 $-"24"/ $9 $9"/02C'-"&()!# $'%"&0#)#&!() `(",#$%"
of your prayer meetings. Our churches can often be places
where positive messages paste a wafer-thin veneer over the
silent despair and confused cries and angry prayers which are
MC/!";# ! $9"!2"1("/C$9*">0()(" /"$2"$((-"42)"C/"!2"1("#4)# -"24"
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expressing the anger and emotion which runs throughout Psalm
RR*"X0($";("-#)("!2"/7(#3" !"2C!"02$(/!'%:";("; ''"- /&28()"!0#!"
!" /",C/ &"!2"D2-6/"(#)/*
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Why Does God Allow
Suffering? (73:1–28)
When I tried to understand all this, it troubled me
deeply till I entered the sanctuary of God; then I
)"0-/2+&&0$+,-!/$4"5*$0-2+!"'6$
(Psalm 73:16–17)

c2C",#%"!0 $3"!0#!"%2C"0#!("0%72&) /%"#$-"7'#%#&! $9:"1C!"D2-"
;#$!/"%2C"!2"3$2;"!0#!"0("0#!(/" !"(8($",2)(*"+("&#$6!"/!#$-"
!" ;0($" 7(27'(" 72C)" 2C!" (,7!%" )(' 9 2C/" ;2)-/" ;0 &0" -2$6!"
)(A'(&!";0#!"!0(%"#)("!)C'%"4((' $9"2$"!0(" $/ -(*".)#%()" /"#"!;2@
way conversation in which we express our deepest feelings to
!0("K2)-"#$-"!#3("! ,("!2"' /!($"!2"0 /")(7'%*">0#!6/";0%"5223"
III of Psalms tells us to sing honestly about how we are really
4((' $9*"U!"!(''/"C/"!0#!"D2-"0#!(/"C/"'% $9*"H8($";0($";("-2" !" $"
church on Sunday.
Those who have understood Psalms best throughout
Church history have always been surprised at how raw and
02$(/!"!0("7/#', /!/"#)(*"G20$"I#'8 $"-(/&) 1(-"./#',/"#/"“an
'1'4*)5$*+$'(($4"#$6'74&$*+$4"#$&*2(J$+*7$4"#7#$.&$1*4$'1$#)*4.*1$*+$
9".<"$'15*1#$<'1$3#$<*1&<.*2&$4"'4$.&$1*4$"#7#$7#67#&#14#/$'&$.1$
'$).77*7:; 1 Athanasius observed that
R(&#9"#7#$ .1$ 4"#$ S.3(#$ 5*2$ 7#'/$ *1(5$ 4"'4$ 4"#$ N'9$
<*))'1/&$ 4".&$ *7$ 4"'4$ 4*$ 3#$ /*1#0$ 5*2$ (.&4#1$ 4*$ 4"#$
%7*6"#4&$ 4*$ (#'71$ '3*24$ 4"#$ D'-.*27B&$ <*).180$ *7$ 5*2$
4271$ 4*$ 4"#$ ".&4*7.<'($ 3**C&$ 4*$ (#'71$ 4"#$ /*.18&$ *+$ 4"#$
1

Calvin wrote this in about 1556 in the preface to his Commentary on the
Book of Psalms.

C.18&$'1/$"*(5$)#1J$324$.1$4"#$%&'(4#70$3#&./#&$'(($4"#&#$
4".18&0$5*2$(#'71$'3*24$5*27&#(+:$T*2$L.1/$/#6.<4#/$.1$.4$
'(($ 4"#$ )*-#)#14&$ *+$ 5*27$ &*2(0$ '(($ .4&$ <"'18#&0$ .4&$ 26&$
'1/$/*91&0$.4&$+'.(27#&$'1/$7#<*-#7.#&:2
WHY DOES GOD ALLOW SUFFERING? (73:1–28)

=$'%" 2$(" 24" !0(" /(8($!(($" 7/#',/" !0#!" ,#3(" C7" 5223" UUU"
was written by David. All of the others were written by the
;2)/0 7" '(#-()/" 0(" #772 $!(-*" U!6/" #/" 4" !0(" (- !2)/" 24" ./#',/"
grouped these seventeen songs together in order to show us
how ordinary men and women should express their ordinary
feelings to the Lord.
But expressing our feelings to the Lord is not enough. The
7/#', /!/";#$!"!2"0('7"C/"!2"1("&0#$9(-"(8($"#/";("7)#%*"G20$"
Calvin continues by observing that @#12.1#$'1/$#'71#&4$67'5#7$
67*<##/&$ L.7&4$ +7*)$ '$ &#1&#$ *+$ *27$ 1##/0$ 4"#1$ +7*)$ +'.4"$ .1$ 4"#$
67*).&#&$ *+$ @*/:$ A4$ .&$ 35$ &42/5.18$ 4"#&#$ .1&6.7#/$ <*)6*&.4.*1&$
4"'4$6#*6(#$9.(($3#$3#&4$'9'C#1#/$4*$'$&#1&#$*+$4"#.7$)'('/.#&$
'1/0$'4$4"#$&')#$4.)#0$.1&472<4#/$"*9$4*$L.1/$7#)#/.#&$+*7$4"#.7$
<27#:; Athanasius adds that F"'4#-#7$ 5*27$ 1##/$ *7$ 47*23(#0$
+7*)$4".&$&')#$3**C$5*2$<'1$&#(#<4$'$+*7)$*+$9*7/&$4*$L.4$.40$&*$ 141
4"'4$5*2$/*$1*4$)#7#(5$"#'7$'1/$4"#1$6'&&$*10$324$(#'71$4"#$9'5$
4*$7#)#/5$5*27$.((:;$K(!6/"!0()(42)("'(#)$"4)2,"!0(/("/(8($!(($"
/2$9/" ;0 &0" ;()(" ;) !!($" 1%" E/#70:" H!0#$" #$-" !0(" B2$/" 24"
Korah.3"K(!6/"/ $9"!2"D2-"#12C!"02;";(")(#''%"4(('"#$-"'(!"0 ,"
change us as we do so.
E/#70";)2!("!0("('(8($"7/#',/";0 &0"42),"!0("A )/!"!;2@
!0 )-/"24"5223"UUU*4 He starts with one of the biggest questions
2

Athanasius wrote this in about 370 AD in his Letter to Marcellinus on the
Meaning of the Psalms.
3
Asaph wrote Psalms 73–83, the Sons of Korah wrote Psalms 84–85 and
87–88, David wrote Psalm 86 and Ethan wrote Psalm 89. Since these worship
leaders were all Levites, Book III is known as “the Levite Psalter”.
4
Asaph was the main worship leader at David’s Tabernacle, while Ethan and
the Sons of Korah led worship at Moses’ Tabernacle (1 Chronicles 16:37–42).
Once the Temple was built, their three worship choirs came together. Asaph
wrote Psalm 50 and Psalms 73–83.
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;0 &0"&#$"!)2C1'("2C)"0(#)!/N"./#',"Zb"-(#'/"; !0"!0("FC(/! 2$:"
F"5$ /*#&1B4$ @*/$ &4*6$ '(($ 4"#$ &2++#7.18$ .1$ 4"#$ 9*7(/H He states
!"#$"%"&'(#)&*%+*)("#*%#,-./# !' #012#*3#$112#'%2#453 6#75 # !"%#
launches into thirteen verses of complaint about how he feels
8!"%#!"#(1193#' # !"#35::"&*%$#'((#'&15%2#!*;<#=>"%# !15$!#!"#
is one of the main worship leaders at the Temple, he confesses
!' #!"#'(;13 #(13 #!*3#:'* !#8!"%#!"#3'8# !"#8*+9"2#)&13)"&*%$#
?,-.@A-B#'%2#35))13*%$# !' #012#21"3%C #3""# !"#8*+9"2# !*%$3#
!"D# 21# ?,-.EA/@B<# F"# +1%:"33"3# !' # !"# '(;13 # !&"8# *%# !"#
18"(# 1%# !*3# :'* !# 1%+"# '%2# :1&# '((# ?,-./-A/EB<5 What is even
;1&"# 3!1+9*%$# !'%# G3')!C3# 2*&"+ # ('%$5'$"# *3# !' # !"# H1&2#
seems rather pleased with his honesty in prayer. He calls Asaph
'#)&1)!" #*%#I' !"8#/-.-J#'%2#(1193#7'+9#:1%2(D#*%#K"!";*'!#
/@.EL# 1# !"#2'D3#8!"%#G3')!#)&'D"2#)&'D"&3#8!*+!#8"&"#;53*+#
1#!*3#"'&3M
Unless Asaph had been this honest, he would not have
received an answer. The fourth-century theologian Ambrose
2"3+&*7"2#)3'(;3#(*9"# !*3#1%"#'3# !"#$%&'()*%"+,)-,")("./0&"
1.2"'33"(.*3("4."*(05"+,020"4,0"6)11020&4"/('3%("'20"3)70"6)11020&4"
0802-)(0("(04".*4"901.20",)%:";&"4,'4"#$%&'()*%5")&"4,'4"(4'6)*%"
.1"<)24*05",0"-'&"-,..(0"4,0"0802-)(0("4,'4"+)33"42')&",)%"90(4"4."
+)&"4,0"<)-4.2=("-2.+&:> L#N!"#O*&3 #!'(:#1:#G3')!C3#)&'D"&#*3#(*9"#
'#81&915 #:1&#!*3#315(6#'%2#!"#&"')3# !"#7"%"O* #1:#!*3#"P"&+*3"#
in the second half of his prayer. He tells us that when he went
into the Temple to meet with God, he started to grasp why he
21"3#%1 #'(8'D3#'))"'&# 1#452$"# !"#8*+9"2<7 He caught a big
>*3*1%# 1:# 012# 8!*+!# ;'2"# !*;# &"'(*Q"# !18# 7(*%9"&"2# !"# !'2#
5

Asaph is deceived, since God does !"#$% &'% ()*+%# ), &')- .)/%0 1"& &'2& )not the point. This psalm teaches us to express the way we feel, even when
our feelings are wrong.
6
Ambrose was Archbishop of Milan and wrote this in about 385 AD in his
Commentary on the Psalms.
7
Asaph refers literally in 73:17 to the sanctuaries of God. If he wrote during
David’s reign, he means both Tabernacles, but if he wrote during Solomon’s
3%)$,0 )& 3%/%3- &4 &'% #)5%3%,& 623&- 4/ &'% 7%86.%9 :)&'%3 (2;0 &')- <%3-% 3%8),#us that we need fellowship with other Christians when we are feeling down.

WHY DOES GOD ALLOW SUFFERING? (73:1–28)

7""%#?,-./JA/,B<8#012#8*((#35&"(D#452$"# !"#8*+9"2#38*: (D#'%2#
3522"%(D#?,-./RA@SB69#'%2#G3')!#:"( #'3#3 5)*2#'3#'#21%9"D#%1 #
1#!'>"#3""%# !*3#'((#'(1%$#?,-.@/A@@B<#F"#81&3!*)3# !"#H1&2#:1&#
the fact that ill-earned riches will not last, but that the righteous
have the Lord as their portion, both in this life and for evermore
?,-.@-A@RB<10# H*9"# T176# G3')!# 2*3+1>"&3# !' # 8!"%# !"# 3!'&"3#
his feelings honestly in prayer he receives an answer through a
fresh revelation of the Lord which changes everything.
The big question which confronts us in Psalm 73 and the
&"3 # 1:# U119# VVV# *3# ?)33" +0" /2'$" 4,)(" +'$" .*2(03<0(@ Will we be
as bold and honest as Asaph in prayer, or will we fall for the lie
that God wants sweet platitudes which masquerade as prayer?
W!"%#2*2#D15#('3 #3)"'9# 1#012#8* !# !"#3';"#:&'%9#";1 *1%#'3#
Asaph in this psalm? Unless you unburden your heart in prayer,
you must not be surprised if your prayer life feels repetitive
'%2#(*:"("33<#U5 #*:#D15#)15&#15 #D15&#!"'& #(*9"#G3')!6#D15#8*((#
2*3+1>"&# !' # ";) D*%$# D15&# !"'& # "%'7("3# 012# 1# O*((# * # 8* !#
fresh faith and a fresh desire to worship him. When we express
who we really are in prayer, the Lord responds by revealing to
143
us who he really is.
If you are a church leader or a worship leader, God wants to
3)"'9# 1#D15#5&$"% (D# !&15$!#U119#VVV<#W!"%#8'3# !"#('3 # *;"#
D15#!"()"2#D15&#+1%$&"$' *1%# 1#"P)&"33# !"*&#2"")"3 6#2'&9"3 #
'%2# ;13 # 5%3)19"%# ";1 *1%3# 1# 012X# H" C3# %1 # 3!1& Y+!'%$"#
those we lead with upbeat songs and well-crafted sermons
8

Note Asaph’s wisdom in 73:15. As Israel’s worship leader, he knows better
than to harm those he leads by blurting out his feelings. He does not mark
this psalm for congregational singing because leaders need to pray honestly
in private so they can share with those they lead what God has said in reply
(73:21–28).
9
=& (2- &')- +,4(.%#$% (')*' '%.6%# >2<)# ), ?-2.8 @AB@AC@D0 E41 ), E41
27:8 and Solomon in Ecclesiastes 8:12–13, when they prayed their own honest
632;%3- 214"& &'% ),!"-&)*% ), &'% (43.#9
10
The Lord had promised in Numbers 18:21–24 and Deuteronomy 10:9 and
18:1–2 to be the Levites’ portion instead of giving them land. Asaph is a Levite
and he invites us to treat the Lord as our portion too.
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while forgetting that their real need is to be taught to pray.11
H" C3# "'+!# !";# !"#;"33'$"#1:#U119#VVV#1:#Z3'(;3<#H" C3# "'+!#
them to sing about the way they really feel.
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11

This is even true of non-Christians. 73:17 reminds us that this kind of
praying can achieve more breakthrough in their searching than a brilliant
lecture in apologetics.

